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About
Kestin Cornwall grew up in the Windsor Ontario area. He spent much of his youth in Detroit Michigan with family. He
moved to Oakville, Ontario to begin his training at Sheridan College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning.
Over the past ten years, Cornwall has focused on creating relevant progressive art. He has used a varied practice of
combining hand drawings, digitally removing the human hand and then forcing the element of the human hand back
into the work. Cornwall uses images to explore the notion that culture, entertainment including film and other media,
shape the mass public perception of black people and people of colour in North American culture. Cornwall critically
charts current political, social, and economic landscapes with compositions brimming with references to media,
popular culture, music, and art history. He enjoys challenging what’s considered “common” and feels it is the duty of
an artist to add beauty to the world while invoking the unending social responsibility to capture thought.
Many of his influences include contemporary graphic realism, street art and old comics, with a complimenting factor
of mystery, often mirroring timeless depictions of pop culture. Each piece depicts an analysis of our obsession with
beauty, age and change. Kestin Cornwall lives and works in Toronto.
Kestin Cornwall
Web. kestincornwall.com
Mike Whitesmith
in. @mikewhitesmith

Mansa Musa With Cleopatra
Acrylic ink, acrylic paint and aerosol paint on wood panel
2" 3/4" cradled 48" X 35 3/4"
2020
Inquires

Let 100 Flowers Bloom
Acrylic ink, acrylic paint, and aerosol on a custom made wood panel
36" X 32”
2020
Inquires

Love Actually: Coming to America
Acrylic ink, acrylic paint, and aerosol on a custom wood panel
2” ¾” cradled 36” X 36”
2020
Inquires

The Face That Launched 1000 Ships
Acrylic ink, acrylic paint and aerosol paint on wood panel
35.8” X 32.1
2020
Inquires

Seven Sisters: Revised
Medium: Acrylic ink, acrylic paint and aerosol on a circular wood panel
Size: 1.5" cradled 42” diameter
Year: 2020
Inquires

Seven Rings: The Epic of Gilgamesh
Medium: Acrylic ink, acrylic paint and aerosol on a circular wood panel
Size: 1.5 cradled 42" diameter
Year: 2019
Inquires

Sunglasses and Advil
Medium: Acrylic ink, acrylic paint and aerosol paint on wood panel
Size: 11.5" cradled 20” X 20"
Year: 2017
Inquires

Two of The Seven Sisters
Medium: Acrylic ink, acrylic paint and aerosol paint on wood panel
Size: 11.5" cradled 20” X 20"
Year: 2020
Inquires

Artist Statement
My unconventional mixed-media visual work incorporates classic portraiture and classical references with new-age
hybrid art image creation. I use a varied method of combining beautiful hand drawings, strong digital image making,
screen-printing and ink transfers. I bring this together with skilled acrylic and aerosol painting on wood and other
canvases.
In the 21st century everything is affected by digital media and the Internet. Most works of art created today will be
seen on digital devices more times than in person. I create art to encourage interactions―physically and digitally.
My work aims to ask questions regarding equality, immigration and what it means to be Black in Canada. I use
images to explore the notion that culture, entertainment including film and other media, shape the mass public
perception of black people and people of colour in North American culture. I create art to document this with
compositions brimming with references to media, popular culture, music, and art history. The work aims to add
beauty to the world while invoking the unending social responsibility to capture thought. As Black people, Indigenous
people and people of colour we are not accustomed to seeing nuanced reflections of ourselves in contemporary
visual culture. I create work featuring many of these faces, and issues we encounter, in an attempt to be accurately
represented in popular contemporary culture.
I like happy mistakes in art, such as ink bleeds. As well as art work affected by age, sun, rain and natural elements,
which creates areas that are worn away or lifted. I think some mistakes, simplicity and chance are beautiful
fundamentals of creating.
I am truly captivated by the development process of taking a simple idea from nothing and watching it grow into a
completed project that can not only be seen, but also touched, interpreted and enjoyed by the viewer. Images allow
me to share an idea or evoke an emotional response almost instantly. I channel this emotion and energy into
creating, inspiring new work and exploring new ideas.
Lives and works in Toronto.
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Artist Representation
PxP Contemporary
pxpcontemporary.com
MIKE WHITESMITH
@mikewhitesmith
Azart Gallery New York
azartgaller.com

